
Decorations of Plots
Rule 10-a. Certain Ornaments Prohibited

The placement of boxes, shells, toys, metal signs, ornaments, chairs, settees, non-approved
vases, glass, wood or iron cases, bottles, jars, tin cans, jelly glasses, or other similar articles shall not be
permitted at the interment sites, and if so placed, the Cemetery Authority reserves the right to remove the
same.

Rule 10-b. Certain Ornaments Prohibited in Mausoleums and/or Columbarium
Berries of any sort or fresh cut plants are prohibited. Artificial, dyed or preserved flowers which

stain the marble shutter fronts, floors and sidewalks are prohibited in and around the mausoleum and/or
columbarium. Photographs, souvenirs, wreaths, decals, stickers, flags or other emblems are prohibited
except with the written consent of the Management.

Rule 10-c. Floral Regulations - Vases
Only one vase will be allowed per interment space except in the case where a second interment

has been made in the space, and a second marker has been allowed which has a vase included in the
marker or foundation. No flower receptacles may be placed on any plot, or in the mausoleum or
columbarium, unless approved by the Cemetery Authority. As of January 1, 2001, only above ground
vases that come as a part of the marker will be accepted.

Rule 10-d. Floral Regulations - Flowers
All flower bouquets, whether fresh or artificial, which are placed at interment sites must be

modest to small in size and must be placed in a vase acceptable by the Cemetery Authority. Flowers with
sharp edges, thorns, stickers or any sharp points that may be injurious to the hands of the gardeners are
prohibited and if placed will be removed. Artificial flowers must be placed in a non-glass container and
secured with Plaster of Paris before placing them inside the vase. The Cemetery Authority shall have the
right to remove all floral designs, flowers, weeds, trees, shrubs, or plants of any kind from the cemetery
as soon as, in the judgment of the management, they become unsightly, dangerous, detrimental or
diseased, or when they do not conform to the standards maintained. Flowers will be removed by our
employees when they mow the lawns, unless the bouquets are in excellent condition. Special holiday
arrangements will usually be removed by cemetery employees two weeks after the holiday and will be
disposed of accordingly.

Rule 10-e. Cemetery not Liable
The Cemetery Authority shall not be liable for floral pieces, baskets or frames in which such floral

pieces are attached. The cemetery shall not be responsible for plants or flowers damaged by the
elements, thieves, vandals, or by other causes out of its control. The Cemetery does not trim around
flower vases which have been set below ground. In the course of mowing the lawns or cleaning in the
buildings the Cemetery will exercise caution in the handling of floral remembrances but will not be liable
in any way for any damage or losses su�ered.
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